Hawaiians call coconut water ‘noelani’ which means “dew from the
heavens.” Quench your thirst and get rehydrated with natural fresh coconut juice
from Hamona coconuts grown and imported directly from the lush tropical Mekong
Delta in Vietnam.
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HEALTH IS WEALTH

Many packaged coconut juice contains of more than 10g of sugars. Drinking one package/can
is the equivalent of having 2 square sugars.
World Health Organization (WHO) suggests that an adult’s daily for sugar intake is 25g or 5 square sugars.
Juices which were made with concentrate coconut juice or processed through a high temperature
pasteurization process are missing a lot of nutrition and minerals. In fact, many of them added spices,
preservatives and artificial chemicals!

The only ”drew from heaven” is coming straight from coconut, not a factory!
Coconut: Love and Hate
Coconut water is amazing, but opening a coconut is a real pain. Without a good knife or tool and
the right technique, you cannot get through the hard and thick coconut husk to extract the juice.
This is why most people choose to buy packaged coconut water instead of fresh coconuts!

Getting the juice without making a mess!

After de-husking, there are ‘three eyes’ on every
coconut and one of them is the ‘sprouting eye’
where coconut sprouts. Plug our straw into
this ‘eye’ and enjoy the freshness from
Mother Nature instantly! Simple as 1-2-3,
even a kid can do it easily. One more thing,
you can crack open hamona coconuts with a
metal spoon from the bottom of it and eat the tasty
and nutritious copra (meat) as snack or use it to cook some wonderful dishes with it!

Reusing and recycling the Hamona coconut shell
The Coconut shell is created by and part of the Mother Nature. You can recycle it with food waste
and it will not create any pollution. You can also consider using it to grow plants, decoration or
even bird nest! Enjoying fresh coconut juice should be simple, and with HAMONA, it is! From a
single Hamona coconut, you can drink the juice, eat the copra and recycle the shell for a variety
of uses. This is HAMONA - Harmony with Mother Nature, which is the true core value of our
operation.

Why Choose Hamona Coconuts?
The Hamona coconut is processed naturally so that it is still ‘breathing’ and ‘maturing’ just like it
was still on the tree. The coconut is sweet and full of flavor and it is very different from young
coconuts in the market. The brown surface color of the Hamona coconuts is the result of natural
oxidization. There are no need to add any chemical or bleach like our competitors.

Hamona coconut trees are specially selected
form one of many species. We work with local
farmers to cultivate our trees naturally. Chemical
fertilizers or injections are not used.

Every Hamona coconut tree is labelled with a
unique QR Code and every coconut is also
labelled with a matching code. Every Homona
coconut can be traced back to the tree and every
tree can be tracked to the farm. Moreover,
consumers can scan the QR code and find out
the story of its farmer and rate the coconut. This
is revolutionary in the coconut industry!

Only Hamona Coconuts Are Easy to Drink and Taste Great!
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